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QUESTION 1

You are developing a SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) project with multiple packages to copy data to a Windows
Azure SQL Database database. An automated process must validate all related Environment references, parameter
data types, package references, and referenced assemblies. The automated process must run on a regular schedule. 

You need to establish the automated validation process by using the least amount of administrative effort. 

A. Use an event handler for OnError for the package. 

B. Use an event handler for OnError for each data flow task. 

C. Use an event handler for OnTaskFailed for the package. 

D. View the job history for the SQL Server Agent job. 

E. View the All Messages subsection of the All Executions report for the package. 

F. Store the System::SourceID variable in the custom log table. 

G. Store the System::ServerExecutionID variable in the custom log table. 

H. Store the System::ExecutionInstanceGUID variable in the custom log table. 

I. Enable the SSIS log provider for SQL Server for OnError in the package control flow. 

J. Enable the SSIS log provider for SQL Server for OnTaskFailed in the package control flow. 

K. Deploy the project by using dtutil.exe with the /COPY DTS option. 

L. Deploy the project by using dtutil.exe with the /COPY SQL option. 

M. Deploy the .ispac file by using the Integration Services Deployment Wizard. 

N. Create a SQL Server Agent job to execute the SSISDB.catalog.validate_project stored procedure. 

O. Create a SQL Server Agent job to execute the SSISDB.catalog.validate_package stored procedure. 

P. Create a SQL Server Agent job to execute the SSISDB.catalog.create_execution and
SSISDB.catalog.*tart_execution stored procedures. 

Q. Create a table to store error information. Create an error output on each data flow destination that writes OnError
event text to the table. 

R. Create a table to store error information. Create an error output on each data flow destination that writes
OnTaskFailed event text to the table. 

Correct Answer: N 

 

QUESTION 2

You are building a SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) package to load data from all files that are automatically
copied to a directory each night through an external FTP process. 
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You need to load data from all copied files to a destination table in SQL Server. 

Which three steps should you perform in sequence? (To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to
the answer area and arrange them in the correct order.) 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 3

You administer three Microsoft SQL Server 2012 servers named ServerA, Servers, and ServerC. 

ServerA is the acting principal and ServerB is the mirror. 

You need to add ServerC as a witness to the existing mirroring session between ServerA and ServerB. You need to
achieve this goal without delaying synchronization. Which three actions should you perform in sequence? (To answer,
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move 

the appropriate actions from the list of actions to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order.) 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer:  

 

QUESTION 4

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that use the same set of answer choices. An answer choice may be
correct for more than one question in the series. 
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You administer a Microsoft SQL Server 2012 server that hosts a transactional database and a reporting database. The
transactional database is updated through a web application and is operational throughout the day. The reporting 

database is only updated from the transactional database. 

The recovery model and backup schedule are configured as shown in the following table: 

One of the hard disk drives that stores the reporting database fails at 16:40 hours. You need to ensure that the reporting
database is restored. You also need to ensure that data loss is minimal. 

What should you do? 

A. Perform a page restore. 

B. Perform a partial restore. 

C. Perform a point-in-time restore. 

D. Restore the latest full backup. 

E. Restore the latest full backup. Then, restore the latest differential backup. 

F. Restore the latest full backup, and restore the latest differential backup. Then, restore the latest log backup. 

G. Restore the latest full backup, and restore the latest differential backup. Then, restore each log backup taken before
the time of failure from the most recent differential backup. 

H. Restore the latest full backup. Then, restore each differential backup taken before the time of failure from the most
recent full backup. 

Correct Answer: E 
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QUESTION 5

You administer a Microsoft SQL Server 2012 instance that contains a database of confidential data. 

You need to encrypt the database files at the page level. You also need to encrypt the transaction log files. 

Which four actions should you perform in sequence? (To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to
the answer area and arrange them in the correct order.) 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer:  
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